ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
KIDS/YOUTH ADULT ATVs
Assembly requires very few tools or equipment. Please follow the instructions below to complete
assembly of this unit out of the crate.

1.
2.
3.

Remove the cardboard cover. Using a 10mm wrench, remove the top frame and side rails of the
crate.
Remove all plastic and tape covering the bike.
Remove the tires packed on the side of the bike by loosening the plastic tie wraps that secure the
parts to the bike, the cardboard parts box will be on the floor of the crate.

Complete assembly will involve installation of the wheels, spacers, keeper nuts & pins, handle bars,
shocks, hubs, body parts and battery.
Handlebars-Secure the handlebar to the trees by centering the bars in the fluted grooves on the
bottom clamps. Place the top handlebar caps over the bars and secure with the four allen bolts
provided in the parts box using the threadlock provided.
Be sure to check all electrical connections between the handlebars and main harness on the bike.
Install the plastic handlebar cover by clipping the cover in place behind the cables over the center of
the handlebar. If a neutral light is provided, connect the two color coded wires as needed. Place the
fuel tank breather hose in the filler top and in the hole provided in the handlebar cover.
5. Front Wheels- Elevate the bike and remove it from the crate bottom. With the ATV elevated, install
the front wheels over the brake drums making sure that the brake hubs are in position so that the
brake cable is above the steering arm. Secure the wheels and drums with the nuts and pins provided.
NOTE: The keeper nuts and washers for the rear wheels are sometimes shipped inside the front
brake hubs, please remove prior to installing the front wheels.
6. Rear Wheels-Secure the nuts provided in the parts box over the four studs on each rear wheel using
threadlock. The rear wheels slip onto the rear axle spline. Be sure to install the spacers between the
rear end and rims if provided. Secure the wheels by tightening the rear axel nuts provided and
installing the cotter pins normally found in the parts box. Place the rubber dust covers over the four
axle nuts.
7. Front Grill Panel- Mount the vented front panel cover by hooking the lower plastic snaps in first
and then snapping the cover on before securing with two chrome Phillips head screws provided.
8. Front Bumper- The chrome front bumper is mounted using the four bolts provided, if the bolts are
already in the four mounting holes, remove them and apply threadlock. Center the front bumper on
the holes provided and hand screw the bolts in starting with the top two bolts. After all bolts have
been installed tighten to approximately 25 ft pounds.
9. Battery-Before installing the battery, follow the filling instructions provided with the battery. After
filling the battery, place the battery in the battery tray under the seat and attach the positive and
negative contacts in their respective positions indicated by the red (positive) and black (negative)
wires. Secure the battery in its place with the rubber strap provided. The seat is installed by lowering
the front hook into position and pushing the seat down and forward to secure the rear seat clip in
place.
10. Oil-The factory oil should be replaced prior to run in of the bike. The factory oil is for start up and
testing only.
11. Start and test the bike prior to riding.
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